EPILOGUE
Powers of Europe were engaged in the prolonged struggle and
deadlock of 1916.
At the end of that year the Central Powers, on the initiative
of the German Government, made overtures for peace. England
had accomplished an effort which had been thought impossible,
and had created out of nothing, as it were, a full conscript force,
at the same time developing to a prodigious extent her industrial
power for the munitioning of the Western Allies. By the use
of her credit she financed an increasing stream of munitionment
from America. The German overtures were rejected, but
England's naval power could not be used after the fashion that
had been expected for two reasons: first, that the United
States were ready to support in arms their claim to trade as a
neutral, so that Great Britain would not risk a complete blockade,
and material provisionment reached the enemy through neutral
ports. Secondly, it was apparent that the submarine and the
use of mines had crippled the old supremacy of sea-power.
Intensive action by the German submarines for the purpose of
reducing England by blockade, including the sinking of American
ships, brought the United States into the War in the spring
of 1917. But though this added to the force available for
meeting the submarine menace and permitted the beginnings
andjjrowth of a true blockade, no appreciable American effort
by land could mature for many months, and meanwhile the
breakdown of Russia had changed the face of the War,
A socialist, which soon became a communist, revolution in
that country relieved all pressure on the Central Powers on the
east; they withdrew great numbers of men for special training
in view of decisive effort, resting them behind the lines and
preparing them intensively for that end against the exhausted
Allies upon the Western Front. There had been bad mutinies
in the French armies as the result of the strain in the summer
of 1917. A last attempt to break the German lines on the west
had failed when, in the autumn of the year, the refreshed and
specially trained forces which the breakdown of Russia had
released achieved their first great success, piercing the Italian
lines at Caporetto and capturing prodigious amounts of men
and material. The line there was at last stabilized, but with
the spring of 1918 the same new instrument was launched
against the English half of the Allied line in the west at Saint-
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